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I was born on January 30, 1993, in Alexandria, Virginia, to Yuksel Serindag and
Martha Banks-Serindag. Soon thereafter, we left the suburbs of Washington,
D.C., for New England and moved to Middletown, Connecticut, to live with
my grandfather, David Banks. For the next two decades, this university city
was to be my home, and in hindsight, a consequential influence on my path
through higher education. My curiosity was present from a very young age and
was well encouraged by my parents and grandfather, who made the effort to
expose me to a wide variety of topics — from the arts to the sciences, music to
politics. Indeed, throughout my youth and well into my high-school years, my
career goals fluctuated wildly and included jobs as diverse as veterinarian, ju-
rist, writer, musician, and diplomat. Amidst these varied interests, one passion
that sprouted and grew without interruption was a fascination with space and
the Universe, so much so that one of the primary requirements in my university
search was that the school have an astronomy department. In the end, I did not
move very far for my undergraduate studies. After graduating from Middletown
High School in 2011, I matriculated to Wesleyan University, whose Van Vleck
Observatory is a mere ten-minute walk from my family’s home. Having declared
my undergraduate majors in both astronomy and physics, in the third year of
my bachelor’s, I began conducting astronomy research under the supervision of
Seth Redfield and for the next two years, I worked on characterizing exoplanets
based on their phase curves. During this period, a fortuitous internet search
for research experiences abroad led to a three-month stint at Leiden University
during the summer of 2014, working in the group of Ignas Snellen. It is not
an exaggeration to say that the summer I spent at the Sterrewacht set up the
next stages of my academic career. After obtaining my Bachelor of Arts from
Wesleyan in 2015, I hopped continents and returned to Leiden University in the
Netherlands to pursue a master’s degree in astronomy. After a year working
on protoplanetary disks with Michiel Hogerheijde, I rejoined Ignas Snellen’s re-
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search group for my second master’s research project, evaluating the feasibility
of detecting oxygen in terrestrial exoplanets. Ultimately, the transition to the
PhD entailed a much shorter move. After obtaining my Master of Science in
2017, I remained at the Sterrewacht in Leiden to pursue a PhD researching exo-
planet atmospheres under the supervision of Ignas Snellen. Over four-and-a-half
years, I explored a diverse set of research topics in the field. First finishing my
master’s research on detecting extraterrestrial oxygen, I subsequently turned
my attention to exploring the chemical and isotopic compositions of gas-giant
exoplanets, and attempting to detect the atmospheres of candidate protoplan-
ets still undergoing formation. The results of these endeavors constitute this
dissertation, which likely marks the conclusion of my career as an astronomer
and scientist. After spending more than ten years in the university environment
— over eight of which involved research in astronomy — I have decided to leave
academia. Where I will find myself in the coming years and decades remains
undetermined, but the one certainty I do have for the future is that my gen-
eral curiosity and specific fascination with the Universe, and all the strange and
wonderful marvels it contains, will endure.
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